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Abstract

Introduction: Heterotopic Ossification (HO) refers to the presence of new bone in soft tissue. It occurs mostly around large joints, such as the hip and elbow, but it is rare in the patella and patellar ligaments. In this article, we describe a rare case of Massive ossification of the right patella and surrounding soft tissues, mainly caused by open trauma, and describe its treatment. Low-grade inflammation and hyper activation of the sympathetic nervous system during psychological stress are also physiological changes detrimental to bone health.

Case presentation: The 41-year-old male patient had a history of repeated pain and limited mobility of the right knee joint beginning 5 years previously and severe limitation of mobility of the right knee joint of 1 year. The auxiliary examination on admission were as follows: X-ray examination results showed degenerative changes in the right knee joint, an unequal length of lower limbs, and a tilted pelvis. CT examination revealed extensive tendon calcification and joint degeneration in the right knee. MRI of the right knee revealed degenerative changes of the right knee, which was considered to be caused by extensive tendon ossification of the right knee, grade 2-3 damage to the lateral meniscus in the right knee, an obvious medial posterior horn, and a small amount of fluid accumulation in the cavity and joint capsule of the right knee. The patient underwent a total joint replacement operation under general anesthesia and experienced immediate pain relief and full restoration of knee range of motion.

Conclusion: This is the first report of extensive ossification of the patella and surrounding tissues resulting in knee pain and limited knee mobility. Based on the literature review, this case describes the difference between patella ossification and calcification and related factors leading to patella ossification. The case showed a good prognosis after surgical treatment. ASEAN Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 23(S2) September, 2022; 1-8.
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Background

Heterotopic ossification is the new mature bone formation in normal non-osseous soft tissue. Heterotopic ossification is easily confused with metastatic calcification (as is common with hypercalcemia) and calcification with malnutrition (as is common in tumorous tissues) [1]. Trauma, surgery, burns, and nervous system damage can lead to heterotopic ossification [2-4]. Trauma and surgical causes are reported to be most common in hip replacement or acetabular fractures, causing up to 90% of cases, after certain types of hip arthroplasty or acetabular fractures [5,6]. The next most common site of injury is the elbow [7]. When the burned area reaches 25% of the total surface area, HO occurs in up to 35% of cases. We here report for the first time a large area of ossification of the patella and surrounding soft tissue after repeated arthroscopy. The return to the normal functioning status of the patients suffering from HO is often retarded with different rates of psychological improvement. Patients who are susceptible to developing HO develop and evolve clinical features including psychiatric presentations with seizures.

Case presentation

The 41-year-old male patient was admitted to the hospital with the chief complaint of right knee pain without an obvious cause for 5 years, as well as aggravation resulting in limited extension and flexion beginning more than 1 year previously. Five years before admittance, the patient developed right knee pain without obvious inducement, which was obvious during activity and relieved during rest. During the past year, the pain in the right knee joint became worse and flexion and extension were limited. Through MRI examination of the right knee, he was diagnosed with free body of the right knee, chronic synovitis, and underwent arthroscopic surgery. There was no significant relief of symptoms after arthroscopy. Physical examination on admission revealed that the right knee joint experienced pain and redness, and the local skin temperature of the right knee was higher than that of the opposite side. There were 3 scars 1 cm in front of the right knee (after knee arthroscopy), obvious tenderness of the patellar tendon, and tenderness in the front of the medial and lateral joint space, even when the mass was not touched. The patellar wear test was (-), the floating patellar test was (+), flexion was 40º, extension was -20º, and range of motion was 20º. The VAS score was 8. There was no obvious abnormality of the contralateral knee joint [8].

The auxiliary examination results are as follows

The X-ray examination results showed hyperostoeogeny at the surface and edge of the right knee, a slight sharpening of the intercondylar protuberance, increased bone density of the right knee, bony fusion of the lower edge of the right patella and the proximal tibia, narrowing of the space of the right knee, and an unequal length of both lower limbs, with the right side being slightly shorter. CT examination results showed extensive bone hypertrophy and hyperplasia of all bone components of the right knee joint, extensive calcification of multiple ligaments—especially the patellar ligament, the bony fusion between the patella, and tibial tuberosity-bony fusion of the proximal tibiofibular bone, narrowing of joint space, and a small amount of fluid accumulation. MRI results showed right patellar ligament increases; mixed signals for adjacent soft tissue; fusion of the proximal tibia fibular bone; fused edges of bone hyperplasia; some effusion of the articular cavity; with the angle more obvious after the medial meniscus; anterior cruciate ligament enlargement without clear edges; and soft tissue swelling under the skin. One year previously, she underwent arthroscopic surgery in another hospital because of synovitis of the right knee joint and loose body.

Investigations

Systemic blood sampling was performed during the patient’s hospitalization. Anteroposteriodal radiographs of the right knee showed hyperosteogeny on the articular surface and the edge of the right knee and slight sharpening of the intercondylar carina. The right knee showed high bone density, the lower edge of the right patella was fused with the proximal tibia, and the
space of the right knee had narrowed (Figure 1). Right knee CT examination results show that the right knee had bone hypertrophy, hyperplasia, and broad ligament calcification; most significantly that of the patellar ligament, between the patella and tibial tubercle. There was a small amount of effusion (Figure 2).

MRI examination results of the right knee showed readily visible thickening of the right patellar ligament and mixed signals, which increased with tibial tuberosity. There were also mixed signals of adjacent soft tissues. There was also proximal tibiofibular bone fusion, and hyperosteoegeny at the edges of several bones. The cartilage beneath the articular surface was smooth.

Some effusion was found in the joint cavity and joint capsule. A strip-like hyper signal was seen in the meniscus, especially in the posterior corner of the medial meniscus, with swelling of the subcutaneous soft tissue (Figure 3).

Figure 1: Preoperative radiographs of anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of knees show HO on the knee joints. The ossification of the patella and the patellar ligament is clear.

Figure 2: Preoperative tomography (CT) scan of anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of knee joints. Signal changes at ossification are very clear.
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Figure 3: MRI scan showing an HO had invaded the patella, the surface of the knee, and the patellar ligament.

Treatment

After completing all preoperative examinations, during the operation, results showed that the patient had structural changes of the knee joint. There was uneven articular cartilage of the distal femur and proximal tibia, and osteophytes of 0.5 cm × 0.6 cm in size were visible on the lateral malleolus of bone and femur. The end of the tibial knee joint was severely deformed, and internal and lateral osteophytes had formed at the head of the joint. The anterior cruciate ligament and posterior cruciate ligament were inelastic and hard, and they were yellow in colour with many white dots. The lateral collateral ligament and the medial collateral ligament combined with the tibia were hard, inelastic, and showed poor mobility. Obvious ossification was visible from the colour and shape.

Pathologic findings showed that the patella and its ligaments were characterized by hyperplasia of fibrous and adipose tissues with infiltration of bone tissue and lymphocytes (Figure 4). The patient underwent right knee joint replacement surgery according to the preoperative plan (Figure 5). Mild leucocytosis was observed in the patient after surgery, and it was considered that this had been caused by postoperative stress. Biochemical and hematologic results were within the normal range.

We invited the patient to the hospital for review a month later surgery, and the results showed that: The postoperative knee range of motion was 0°–110°, and the VAS score was 4. The patient healed well after surgery and without adverse results.

Figure 4: Histopathologic evidence of heterotopic ossification (hematoxylin, original magnification × 200). A: Anterior cruciate ligament; B: Fibular collateral ligament; C: Patellar tendon; A, B, C: Bone staining red (black arrow).
Results and Discussion

Here, the lesion invaded the ligament around the patella, while several studies reported the ossification of the anterior cruciate ligament of the patella alone, and the lesion did not invade other surrounding tissues [9,10]. In the mentioned in their report that ossification on the meniscus may be related to joint effusion, but the specific substances that cause heterotopic ossification in joint effusion have not yet been officially identified [11]. Particularly, patients with prior issues of mental health and those requiring surgery are at even greater risk of long term mental health concerns [12].

Meniscal ossicle is relatively common in heterotopic ossification. In terms of its treatment, reported that patients with meniscal ossicles had good results with conservative treatment. In our case, the patient had severe pain during movement and severe limitation of knee movement, so surgery was the only option, leaving no room for conservative treatment [13]. Currently, many professionals believe that the best treatment for heterotopic ossification is orthopedic surgery [14,15].

Eileen MS’s (FOP) study showed that mutation of (BMP1) receptor (ACVR1) could lead to the formation of FOP due to the misregulation of BMP signal transmission and BMP resulted in heterotopic ossification by affecting the migration, differentiation, and proliferation of MSC [16]. Targeted therapy may help prevent the formation of heterotopic ossification by improving BMP signalling, but further research is needed.

Stannard classified ectopic ossification of the knee into different grades from 0 to 4 according to the severity of the disease. Among these, grade 1 and grade 2 ectopic ossifications do not involve obvious pain and do not affect joint activity, and they are not easy to detect early. Patients with grade 3 and 4 ectopic ossifications have obvious pain, and the condition interferes with joint activity, so they are readily detected by clinical examination.

In Balboni’s report, early heterotopic ossification was shown to be treatable with radiation and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [17]. It is possible that radiation and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs may prevent progression of grade 1 and 2 ectopic ossifications, but for ectopic ossification that severely affects joint mobility, only surgical treatment can improve symptoms.

Psychological distress due to osteoporosis

The behavioural changes during mental stress lead to altered dietary pattern, physical inactivity, and also threaten skeletal system. Psychological stress may be partly responsible for epigenetic regulation of skeletal development. Psychological stress is also should be recognized as a risk factor of osteoporosis [18-22].
Conclusion

Most patients facing issue such as workers compensation undergo psychological pain including reflex sympathetic dystrophy and complicated psychiatric issues. Previous research has shown that patients with better psychiatric status tend to recover quicker. Heterotopic ossification due to injury of the key ligaments around the knee requires early management. Otherwise, the lesion can quickly affect the range of motion and lead to a series of adverse outcomes. Our study shows that early diagnosis of heterotopic ossification may help prevent its progression.
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